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ORONO, MAINE, OCTOBER 21, 1920

No. S

FROSH DEFEAT ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS FROSH WIN BAG MAINE TROUNCED CONN.
M.C.A. TO CARRY ON
ANNUAL FINANCIAL DRIVE KENT'S HILL
FROM MAINE HOLD
SCRAP
AWES IN EXCITING
BEGINNING NEXT SUNDAY Drop Kick Wins Game-EMINENT POSITIONS Sophs Claim Victory-GAME SATURDAY
M

EAR'S BUDGET AMOUNTS TO
$1485.00

St

Vail Elected Captain

PROFESSOR BARROWS HAS
WRITTEN THREE TEXT
BOOKS ON LIGHT

Both Classes Give
Views

HELD VISITORS SCORELESS 21-0

Last Saturday morning, the Maine
freshmen defeated Kent's Hill 3-0 on
SX‘"ritten by a Freshman)
Alumni Field. The teams were well
Immediately after Maine's football
matched, altho the Hill had much the
The survival of the fittest! That's what team had beaten Connecticut's there took
heavier team. The plebes had no luck
ever place one of the yearly freshman-SophoIn one of the best football games played
"trough the heavy line after the first few electrical engineering means where
ouch
a
country.
al- more fracases. A small army of poorly
is
taken.
The
course
Alunmi Field in recent years, the
minutes, when Brown and Moran made
most oser night, has been seized with an dressed rowdies, representing the fresh;our first downs on five plays.
Maine Hears trounced Connecticut Ag• Maine Christian Association has
The hall seesawed hack and forth dur- -electrical age" idea, and technical schools man class, brought the bags of straw to ties 2.1 O. It was an exciting game from
•nlected with the University of ng the rest of the first half, neither team' throughout the country have been flooded the middle of the field in an old hay rack, -tart to finish, the
result being hard to
many years, but not until it eritiusl:. threatening to score and both with students whose ambition has led them and then lined up beneath the east goal prophesy until
the
varsity started its
to this profession. After Ee 1 and 2 they posts. A similar collection of tramps
p.,,ession of the old Estabrook playing ragged football at times.
march to the goal posts in the third peri"weeding"
begin to wonder, consequently
congregated under the west goal posts; ../1, when the
it exert a campus-wide 'service
The second half opened with the Hill
lateral pass was completed.
begins, and the rule about surviving sets dies were the Sophomores.
t the present time.
kicking off to the plebes. who started with
Although Maine was outweighed, they
.1 gun was fired! There was a mad 'laed a
e•instruction of the Arts and s concentrated drive towards the goal.
better brand of football, tackling
Professor W. E. Barrows has charge of rush by both groups, and the three bags
i,uilding in 1923 and the removal trown heaved a long one to Palmer and
!larder, handling the ball better, and outof the department of Eng- ::night tossed to Moore for another 8 , the Electrical Engineering Department at became centers of maelstroms composed elatialing their opponents.
Estabrooke Hall to that build- ants. Moore made it first down on the Maine, and together with his staff, oc- of struggling, rending, human bodies.
Connecticut kicked to Maine and Busthrough the recommen- :text play, but the Hill boys stiffened and cupies a part of Lord Hall. You do not The class of thirty outnumbered the ell carried the ball to his
.,
own 26 yard
,,i President Little to the trustees, Zack Zakarian, the little center with the ::a e to wait until you come to Maine to Sophomores but the latter worked scien- inc. Sylvester carried the ball
through
anyone
tifically. They did not fool around the ir ti‘o yards.
the home which it now occupies, Aucated toe, came out of the line and .! ow Professor Barrows. Ask
Buzzell then tore off six
fourlast
within
the
has
graduated
..,1to
.ags; they startetl denuding the freshmen
•. tht•re were ten other organiza- hooted a field goal from the 20 yard line ,
ore. Peakes putted to the 30 yard line.
Len years and he will say, "Barrows? it their garments—or apologies for garli•sired the use of it.
:or the only score of the game.
carried the ball for twelve yards
Sure, great scout. Go see him, he'll fix ments.
•:',e hristian Association has been
nd Williams took it for four more. EdIn the fourth period Maine missed a
The contest became a clothes ripping 1y punted to
iiiEstabrook Hall it has had a osxl chance for scoring. Brown passed" ..on up." Graduating from Maine in 1902,
Maine's 25 yard line. Peakes
\\ Ili from year to year, until ct Knight for 25 yards, but the frosh were he spent two years with the General Elec- affair. The class of twenty-nine were -noted from there to the 40
yard line.
tric t ompatiy, niter which he entered the experienced and wore durable trousers
7 1. 011c if the leading organizations
1itcr incompleting a pass the Aggies
enalized 25 for roughness and were,
ersity. The use made of its :orced to kick from the shadow of their shicational tit-id by teaching for two years :end strong sweat shirts. The dust of the tv:ted to Maine's 20 yard line.
Sylveshc the undergraduate groups dur- twit goal. Layton fumbled and Maine .,t Pein'sylvania. and six years at the Chi- :align's, the lowly frosh, wore a diersity cr and Mizzen tore off twelve
yards,
1912
Institute
of
Technology.
In
czto.
ii clothes; trousers of all kinds and
•:,,, ;,:e.t two years is a proof that the ecovered. Moore tore off a pretty run
a pass. Syls ester to Peakes, netted
three
written
came
to
Maine.
He
has
te
stages of wear, sweat shirts, sweaters, •ight yards more.
-I the Association is to be of ser- ,1 30 yards and Brown reeled off ten..
Maine punted but the
1- the students. Nearly every type Ike game ended with Maine in possession .,00ks on illumination, and is now using as shirts of all colors, and every kind of aticials ruled Connecticut off-side.
Syla textbook "Light, Photometry and Illum- shoes and sneakers. The battle developed
•,i(tilig has been held there. The fra- if the ball on the Hill's five yard line.
ester went through the center of the line
ansl
revised
Engineering"
written
inating
with bare backs becoming as common as :or seven yards,
Hes use it for smokers. the liberal
The sure tackling of Capt. Vail and '
and on the next play,
at a female movie stars' convention.
discussions, the instrumental Moyer was a feature of the game, while by him in 1925.
Professor Barrows is the type of man
By now the whole crowd had left the
,r practice, the Owls for hair-cut- vloore and Moran were the big threat in
who impresses you as one who thinks that bleachers and grandstand and were down
iii scores of other groups to car- he backfield.
.othing is so had but what it couldn't be egging the combatants on to redoubled
a their business. The smoking room
Sullivan. Richardson and Pendegast ..sorse. Perplexed and discouraged stuefforts. At the height of the battle the
• ,I patnatized at all times, while the dayed well for the unix nents.
ilt..:ts continually come to him with an ex- revolver sounded a second time and the
r, Nnn, with its large stock of
Coach Kenyon is not satisfied with the
iinpers and magazines, is filled with ,howing the team made and intends to planation of E's and Fs. And then the fray slowly ended. Everybody started
:may part about it all is that after seeing collecting "Scraps of the Bag Scrap"
'topic. Off-campus students eat
the squad a stiff workout this week him. you feel much better about everyfor their trophy collection and "M" books.
T.,eals there, and others are welcome .( prepare for the New Hampshire game.
thing, even though you still carry away The boys with all their clothing intact
times. In short, the building is the
Last NVednestlay afternoon Eugene Vaill
.: (enter of the campus for men stu- •,as elected captain of the freshman foot- , the E and I" that you brought with you. :leserved compliments. The freshmen
Stich a litle episode explains Professor moved the bags the farthest but they
'all team. "Red" was football captain ilarrows and the tremendous task that he
also lost the most clothing, therefore the
\ss,,ciation's work does not stop Jul class president at Hebron last year
•he building, but is spread over the Ind he made a good start here by playing is accomplishing in getting boys started I ally might be called a no decision affair
!iputi what they have chosen as their life
without insulting either class. The Sophif the campus and Orono, wher- A good game against Kent's Hill last
Sat- work.
PEAKLS
omore class, however, showed a lack of
1- students may be living. The pro- arday.
Anyone who doesn't believe that there class spirit because only slightly more
ifthe Association for the year 1926The summary:
are countless moments, such as these, in than half the total men of the class re- Buzzell made it tirst down. Peakes made
a.liich is printed elsewhere in the Cam- 7.ulkin, le
le, Raichlan the life of an E. E. student, just try the
three yards; Buzzell ran off thirteen
ported for the scrap.
illhe sufficient to give the reader an l'sailes, It
It, Richardson course for one semester. Not that such
yards in two trys around left end. At
the other work which is done by
(Continued on Page Six)
As seen by a Sophonaire)
this point, Connecticut recovered a fumble
should
be
made
to
appear
unduly
course
a
!i.ls•rs of the M.C.A. cabinet and its
difficult or repulsive; rather an incentive
Ready, Sophomores? Ready, fresh- cm the twenty-five yard mark, and gained
ocrttary, Lucien A. Wilson. The
endeavor,
in
since the graduate
to greater
men? All right. No, hold on I—the gun eight yards in two plays. The period endpitrisIse which the organization
electrical engineering occupies one of the won't go off. There! A horde of noble ed with the ball on the thirty-seven yard
accomplish may be summed up
enviable and desired positions in the freshies eager to win glory, and bruises, line. Connecticut punted to Maine's
!hese words. "The Maine Christ:an
twenty-bite yard line, and on the next
profession.
,gineerifig
(Cordirmed on Page Sir)
sia6m is a tnovement of men organtwo
plays, Sylvester- carried the ball ten
engineers
The country needs electrical
raIi promote Christian ideals and prinThe latest in fraternity houses—a log to help it keep pace with the demands of
yards through the center of the line. Bus• amine the students of the Univer- cabin! The girls of the Pi Beta Phi sotell made nine yards around left end.
, ii Maine and to prepare them for runty have secured permission to build a a rapidly developing world, and the basis
"cakes took the ball six yards through
,•i such training lies in the daily prepara,.:tish service in the world at large."
cabin tin the campus. They very much
he center. A pass from Sylvester netted
III and eff••rt of the students in the unidesired it to he a "home," but faculty rul- ersities. The course in electrical antisix
yards mitre. Maims intercepted a
—st— ing preventing, it will be their chapter !leering at Maine, as well as the methods
•ass
on Maine's twenty-five yard line and
girls'
rushing
The
season
is
four
weeks
Starting next Sunday evening,
"log cabin." The new house will be built adopted by the department, has earned for
El the next play, a delayed pass, Cotmectitetober 24, and continuing until
on College Avenue beside the Phi Mu itself a good reputation with the large this year ending October 27. The pref- -la gained nine yards. Williams took the
Thursday tooting, October 28, the
erential bidding system will be used. No 4,11 tcil yards more. Here Cassista interI feint house.
electrical companies throughout the counMaine Christian Association will
bids or pledges may be announced before a leed a pass and ran twenty yards and
The entire structure will be of rough
(Continued in Page Five)
hold its annual financial drive on
logs. There will be one large room with
October 27. Each sorority has the privi- in the next play he made four yards more.
the campus. During this period,
lege of giving three small parties and one ''cakes punted to Connecticut's 20 yard
thaw space enough for the chapter social .
••
cabinet mentbers and other M.C.A.
activities. A huge rough stone fireplace
party to its rushees. The expense of inc and Connecticut returned by way of a
workers will make a thorough canwith the fraternity seal engraved, will
ill four parties must not exceed sixty-five :milt to Maine's 40 yard lint. Peakes
if the fraternity houses, dorm.1ollars. No other matey may be spent, -mule fise yards around right end and on
occupy one end, and built in window
itories, and off-campus homes, and
..ither by the sorority or by the individuals ..e next play a pass, Sylvester to Peakes,
seats, the sides. The house will have a
the student inhabitants of these
Immediately after the Maine
ior any other purpose during rushing. cited 11 yards.
log veranda across the front.
Jives will be given an explanation
Night exercises in the indoor field,
l'he Panhellenic Council composed of two
Each girl in the chapter is pledged to
At the beginning of the second half
the work of the Association and
October 29. there will be a bonfire
:!embers from each sorority enforces all •ontaxticut kicked to Maine, Russell ran
the cabin, and many
make
something
for
‘‘ ill then be asked to become memoutside at which there will be a
-ushing rules and regulations. The pref- . hack twenty yards to the 35 yard line,
"wine and blue" cushions, draperies, card
h•crs. There will be no definite
act, a few short snappy
surprise
•rential bidding system works in this assi..ta then made fifteen yards. Peakes
table covers, rag rugs and other things
coutribution asked, and nobody will
speeches, also singing by fraternanner: Each freshman who is being :ale thirteen yards in two plays. At
are in the process of making. The Alumhe expected to give more than he
nities and sororities.
-nshed has the privilege of choosing the :.is point Connecticut was penalized half
nae Club in Portland has donated a set of
feels that he can. It is customary
These organizations will be callliree fraternities she likes best. On a :te distance to the goal line. Eight yards
dishes. The large table which used to be
I. ha‘e these contributions added to
on in order of their established
lip of paper she writes her first, second, :as made in two plays. Connecticut held
a feature of the old Phi Gamma Delta!
the giver's term bill, since it is less
ment on the campus. Each organiand third choice. At the same time each ;or downs and Noonan took the ball to the
house, will be transferred from its'
bother for all concerned.
zation shall have three minutes in
sorority makes out a list of the girls it 34 yard line. Eddy punted to Maine's 20
present lodging to the new Pi Phi house.
which to sing its favorite song. If
vcants. These two lists are passed in by yard line. After making about ten yards
All of the dances, meetings, teas and
an organization is not ready to sing
the Panhellenic Council to a lawyer—a Peakes punted to the Aggies 20 yard line.
The history, purpose, and work of the bridge parties will be held in the log
in thirty seconds after being called
lisinterested man—and he compares bids Connecticut lost 10 yards and punted to
Maine Christian Association is explained cabin.
next
group
the
to
sing
will
upon,
with rushees' preferences. If the name their own 38 yard line. Maine then got
now
Contractors
are
at
work
on
the
al another part of the Catutus, and the
be announced.
a sorority is first on a girl's list, and if their first touchdown when Peakes took
foundation,
but
the
girls
do
not
expect
Program outlined for the year 1926-27,
Eraternities, this singing act is
her ;tante appears on the list which that the hall on a lateral pass and eluding three
foe which the money collected will be to have their house until Christmas. The
to please your alumni. Practice
iorority has handed in, the girl becomes tacklers made the goal line. A minute
logs must he brought down from the
ust•fl. is as follows:
y••tir favorite song before hand,
;I pledge; if the sorority she has chosen later he kicked the goal from placement.
back woods of Masardis, and they cannot
and keep your crowd together at
Full Time Secretary
first dots not give her a bid she must take
come until there is snow enough to bring
The Bears kicked to the Aggies 17 yard
the bonfire. Ukeleles, banjos or
Freshman Registration Service
her second choice providing she receives a line. The kick was run back to the thirty
them out of the woods. Either just besimilar instruments may be used
Freshman Handbook Distribution
bkl from that source. Preferential bid- yard line. On the next play Minutti inlore or immediately after Christmas vafor accompaniment.
Freshman Information Bureau
ding is an experiment and is being tried tercepted a pass. Maine rushed the ball
cation, the girls will have a housewarmhere for the first time this year.
(Continued on Page Sir)
ing.
(Continued ors Page Six)

Lu,“I Association Is Rendering
Necessary Service to
Students

Peakes Kicked Three Goals after
Making Long Gains

PI PHI SORORITY TO
ERECT A LOG CABIN ..iost

SORORITIES TO USE
PREFERENTIAL BIDDING

Maine Night Notice

1.

6

THE

MAiINE

CAMPUS

gre.tuleas to great situations. Great situations, in turn, are due, 1 believe, in part
N.E.I.N A.
Me, t.e
to crowds. I do not believe that there is
Published Thursdos during the college an) naagical or mysterious force which a
year by the students bt the University et
exercise on a team, but I do
Maine
think A team is quick to detect small
Edward M. Engel '2;
E▪ ditor mil hitt
Phi Kappa pledges for the fall semeschanges in the quality of a voice or in the
itUt••11b*en
are as follows:
ter
Managing Editors
intensity
of a voice which ttiganS plenty
(opentiol
/Eiliott
Mary A. McGuire '28
Fraitcis J. Claffey, Holyoke, Mass.;
Associate Editor
if support or lack of support. The conJohn W. Harkins, Lewiston; Richard T.
Department Editors
stant repetition by a crowd of "hold that NIunce, Bangor; James P. O'Loughlin,
Swickert
A.
Otto
.
Netts 1=41:tor
one- cannot help but force the members Ilaitgor; John C. Ferry, Bangor; Paul
News Editor t1%imien) Bessie A. IhrtalAy
'
tNirn1
Ltht
"
s
Sports
a team to 'think as the crowd is think- C. Hickson, Bangor; Daniel G. Hall,
Any B. Ad.ons
Sports Editor (Women,
ing, and I beliese where there is a fervent .ew Isom: Charles E. Hoff, KennebunkSocial Editor__....... Dorothy M. Steward
B I nesterunt
Frateinity
port ;
C. Michaelson, Rumford; Leo
_Irene M. Engel '27 thought of an end to be gained the
Chapel Editor
C. o Neil, Lewiston; Timothy J. Ryan,
Emomml•
chances are that corresponding actions \letttlteit,
Business Department
Mass,; Michael Stalmuke,
Chapman
ail! follow.
Business Manager...... Stuart II.
Rainford; Charles J. llurley, Ellsworth;
Ass't. Business Manager Ui vilie I. swot 21
liethert Ames '29
Circulation Nlanagt.r
"Crowds are highly suggestible; that oleman Norton, Lewiston; Leon Mur.s
to say, they tend to imitate without re- r.., Waterville; Robert C. O'Connell,
Reporters
Annette S. `Matthews 27, Florence Kirk '27. iiection or without argument the motions i ;aw.; ; Lawrence Gonyer, Orono; AdriMal garet J. %% bite '27.
Lut) hairitigton
an Cassidy, Bangor; John E. Flynn,
:Mg 'Zoi. Annette E. Lane '2;„ Mary tit anyone who happens to become a lead11..pe
Bangor.
I.. 3ilaliimey '29, Winona Young '29.
er. it is because of this fact that the
Subscriptions, $1.00 per year
cheer leader may exercise so perfect a
Phi chapter of Kappa Sigma gave an
Single Copies, Five Cents
informal house dance on Friday evening,
Entered as second class matter at the post control over a crowd.
Mfice, Orono, Maine.
(
"A crowd is must apt to follow a leader ictober 15. Mr. and Mrs. Wallace and
Printed by the University Press. Orono.
Mrs. Ella J. Mason acted as chaperones.
Maine.
who has prestige and distinction. I think
usic was furnished by Carleton hackon the whole they are more apt to follow i-Its trchestra.
! prestige than they are to follow crazy moTumult and Shouting
A I lallowe'en house party was given by
tions and odd uniforms. Prestige is al's iittia Alpha Epsilon,
Saturday night,
The cheering seas• . is again getting a ss:os gained by one's standing in the uni- '
alther In. Jack-o-lanterns, corn stalks,
weak start. Proper dicer leading here at sersit community-, by the skill he dis- and autumn leaves together with pictures
in leading a yell, and, in the last , of ghosts, cats, and witches were very
Maine is too apt to be forgotten until we
anal
sis. by how well the cheer leader effective decorations. Music was furare reminded of it by its absence at a
game. There are two reast ills why cheer- I represents the best thinking of the com- nished by Cobby O'Brien's orchestra. The
,1;:tiserones were Mrs. McCollum and Mr.
ing is not better: first, the leaders are munity. There must then be a sort of
• Al
Mrs. Tall-ma.
rusty• ; second, tilt'
it ftans arc indifferent t , altidence extended from the crowd to
SI
busy with their own "wise cracks," or the leader."
)II Saturday evening, October 16, an in-

CCI!e Name Camptui

ORGANIZATIONS

COLUMN
Campus
Reflections LEFT
OBLIQUE

t:ifteen Nat
Main

—M —

recently sent to Balentine
for a list of all girls eligible for houseparties. The matron, not to be outdone
The Little Amenities
and having the interests of her girls at
herat, presented the erstwhile inessenger
A prupua the little amenities, might tilt
with a University catalogue. All of which
writer timidly suggest that although he
goes to show that we have at least one
would not particularly care to see the
eligible.
100%
house On the campus that is
turn
of the hard-and-last etiquette at
* * * * * *
yesteryear
with its sometimes slightt;
All that is needed in the University
Look-store to make some of the boys thor- absurd emphasis upon form, he yet beoughly at home, is a stove.
lieves that a little more attention, ova.
the part .oi the student, of the conintolle:
* * * S *
Professor Kent has in his office 1000 forma of politeness would not be enti:
yards of scrimmage lines left over from ly ainias: The reason we would nut
last season's supplies. Requests have al- tears of joy at the return of the old
ready been made, but if any other house
is, we assure you, strictly coustitutio....
oil the campus could use any, kindly send
[lie
writer has a decided aversion to re
freshman at unce. Only 100 yards to a
ceiving
a fistful of lead in sundry parts to
customer. A used meniscus or two are
also on hand.
his anatomy- at the hands of some coldblooded duellist who felt himself offendwhether rightly or wrongly, by the
ed,
An economic statement: Governments I
should issue paper money to anyone show- way- we part the editorial hair or tie the
ing evidence of tangible wealth. "Face journalistic cravat. The lead
might nut
value inquires the cu-ed.
prose entirely digestible incaseitseitstled
so
* * * * * *
in the stomach, and lead poisoning
Now that rushing is most over and the beastly annoying.
freshman pledges have had their peek at
But seriously, it is indeed to be feared
Paradise. we assume that they have setthat this age pays insufficient attention to
tled down to rules and—dish-water.
the little details of courtesy that make
* * * * * •
hie bearable, even enjoyable, in a large,
It is rumored that Phi Mu Delta will
shortly it
their play-ground to the fair- closely -associated group such as we find
er
sex.
We
wonder whether the "arrow" , on any campus. The incident to which
tl
dance was held at the Sigma Nu
too lazy to cheer.
a ill itttint titward Phi .11u or Phi Gant.
the present article owes its inception was
I ouse. Tite committee in charge was
No Thanks
As for the leaders. aspirants to this
the
Track Club dance in the Gym, at
Larry Him, "[es' \Vass, "Doc" High* * * * * *
position are often people who are pushed
Thanksgising recess this year, as in .
_olds :old Earl Taft and the chaperones
Saturday night always finds State ).1,1iicli affair it Was only too noticeable
out by their fraternities "to do stauething previous ears, will it it include Friday as isle Professor and
Mrs. Kent and Mr. Street in Bangor lined with boys "bum- that a large number neglected to
pay their
for the house" because they are not doing , a holiday-. Actitat on this question was and Mrs. Quinn. Music was furnished by
ming to Orono." \Illy not a twelve respects to the chaperones of the
evening.
anything else worthwhile. The logical taken too late for the board of adminis- the Troubadours.
o'clock trolley and save all the uncertainty
Such
an
incident
is
doubly
deplorable
beSt
people to lead cheers are athletes whosel tration to make any change in the holi,
of walking home:
It ll's gave their big party in
cause it is so unnecessary. One should
'I
be
A
sport is out of season.
lay schedule of this fall. According to
the form of a progressive dinner. The
, not, bosses en, immediately jump to the
To be successful a cheer leader must l'resident Boardman, it is doubtful
They say that all Juniors at Wellesley
.tirls all assembled at Mt. Vernon and
i conclusion that the students of the UMbe able to grasp a situation before every- ahether the four day Thanksgiving recess irom there were driven in cars to Ida tre required to read Theodore Dreiser's
one else does, and act accordingly. W))111d be a benefit or detriment to the .lantfttrd's htnue where the first course -ew book "An American Tragedy." This .ersity of Maine are nothing but an illsoup was served. The next course, annout.cement will, no (Ioubt, cause an- ored lot of ruffians. It is, merely, the
Nothing is more derogatory to his pres- andergraduates, lie fears that there
alter run on the Bangor Library similar writer believes, that the innate distrust
tige than to have the fans start individual sould be excessive overcutting of classes 2,rinip wiggle and A ff II salad, was
,ersed at Jessie Ashworth's home. The to Nlichael Arlen's "Green Hat."
ef students for members of the faculty,
cheering or to have the fans ask him to ',v students who could not conveniently
dinner ended at Sally Paliner's home with
plus the collegiate habit of carelessness,
start a cheer. Seniors will remember, in :et back to the campus on Sunday.
'cc cream. cake, ct'fee and mints.
Boston University has substituted "sa- .hat tends to cause the student to miss the
1423, when the score was 21-0 in our favStudent publications from the UniverSi
nd" (Spanish)) for their campus "hello," .cceising line as he tacks thru the
Gym
The Delta Delta Delta girls gave their
or against Bowdoin, the Bowdoin section dty of Nebraska and Indiana University
ecause it possesses greater possibilities,
ittorway.
oshees
Then
a
too,
I lallowe'en
atmospheric
condiparty
at
Lake
touchdown," and show that these universities are about to
3elled, "We want a
tith romantic and musical. We still con1Viiinectstk in Unity on Sunday. It was
Stackpole promptly had the Maine section -.Littlish a four day Thanksgiving recess,
.inue to use just plain "hello- or "hi- ions in the immediate vicinity of the stuan all day party and in spite of the rain
. Rural) because it always has and al- lent, usually with a general trend toward
roll back, "Try and get it." This was ttisvilttin might abandon it.
he girls had an enjoyable outing. At
says will convey good fellowship and limpuess in the region of the hip pocket,
not exactly good sportsmanship since it
According to latest report from the tlw camp they sat around the huge open
leintieratic friendship.
once in tizebile might urge the student to
WAS kicking our
opponents when they --egistrar's office Armistice Day, Novem- ireplace" and sang, played games, and
*
*
•
•
*
tight shy of the chaperones. Under such
%ere (14m n
nesertheless, it showed that '•er 11. is to be a University holiday. The 'astly but not least ate. The eats were
appropriate
(
for
onnecticut
the cold rainy day :
outweighed Maine by at zondititstis, of course, one need hardly
Stackpole was always master of the sit- I'.( 1.1 •
to parade in Bangor.
teaming chowder. crackers, p:ckles. east tell pounds per man. The average of IN tint t
tut that the wisest thing for the
uation. That was his forte. Ile also
St
cider and apples. The girls the Maine first team that started the game
.tudent
to do would be to stay at home.
knew players and plays. Ile lived foot
came home happy and little troubled by Saturday was 171. There are about sevThe Unisersity offers no courses in dethe weather.
en men that weigh user the 175 limit.
portment, yet all of us, the writer feels
Although esti' Stackpole was critici.-t
• * • • • •
Saturday the Pi Beta Phi girls entersure, are competent to meet the exigencies
we hase not been able to replace him. \\O
It
the fellow that dislocated his shoultained their rushees on a "Steamboat"
have even copied his "Maiun" which is
der had hit Cassista, what would have • .f social contact svith that touch of gracIt
The girls were taken to Hallet's
!W.:II left is en ss ould not be worth
longer, more resonant, and more desirhunt- iousness which spells the difference beNI -:•,1.1% and st.irteil action in eaniest k•ainp in Orrington, on the banks of the
ing around for.
tween the perfunctory and the charming.
able titan "Maine", when used in a cheer. I
. "I he team came dint Satur- Petiobsctit. "Kay" Buck, the Captain of
There is such a thing as deference to the
•
* • • • *
Atm aig the tans, the most disgusting !as's
gain, in tine shape with the excepPhi
Mu
Delta fraternity gave an inThe lateral pass served its purpose as deadlier sex, regardless of whether one
thing if all is to has e an individual keep
t:
ot " \rt.' SI‘ester and "Jim" Buz t.orittal I lallowe'en Dance
Saturday, Octo- It did against Colby two years ago. 'chat believes, or does not believe, in the equalup a continuous shout for some fraternity
-fl .1
pulled a tendon in his ber
Music tsasfurnished by Rice's
play has witinlerful possibilities.
it
brother regardless of whether he is playthe sexes. Deference, is not, as some
and prt.bably still be out for the rest ..rehestra of Bangor. Professor and Mrs.
seem to think, demeaning; it exalts the
ing a good game or not. One should be
111,
-Jim- has a swollen hand Corbett and Mrs. Edith M. Chase
acted
It was a hard blow to lose Sylvester. otte who acc.irds as well as the one to
proud of one's fraternity; one of the
•s (Nat-tell to be in shape before the ..• chaperones.
Ile saill probably be out for the rest of •
St
functions of a fraternity is to develop llate• .1111C.
it is accorded.
the
swoon.
I.
k
NIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
Brice has hatl a hard job figuring
group pride, but not to the point where it
\\ ARBOR. MICIL—That there is
alit vs ht. is to take Syls ester's place. At
becomes obnoxious to the people nearby. alandat
It must be admitted, however
's practice Emery 1)ickey showed rt. greater influence for good on the colsadly,
I fal pal iii dice the delegation from
Forget that the cheerleaders do or do not op tll at full
that
Own It mg usage (someone will surely
!tack. Brice remembered lege campus than the co-ed was the view lrota. High Scht ail? They came ill
as
belong to a fraternity, they are out on the .
as plas ing full-back at Deering expressed by- President Little, in announc- .1
just lieu ire the game started and snicker over that tong) we have come to
cinders working and making fools of • High. I le will play Saturday's game at ales that the student body here will not be ,..1
Main's side. They are to be com- look upon the Library as a sort of campus
&prised of special coaches for out-of n1111(1(11.
themselves for the University. The Uni- t till if he learns the pIas this week.
club house. forgetting that there are stuThis arrangement will prevent the back town games.
• • *
versity is primary, the fraternities are
dents who, bizarre as the idea may seem
tit Id combination as known at present
secondary in illirtirtanee.
to most of us, actually go to the Library
It 'iii being britketi tip.
It was feared at
Front lloW on cheering will be better 1,rst t.as‘ista would hase to
ti
sttuly. In order that this type may not
play at full
tt,g,std at quarter, necessitating a
because of the adsancing season. Winatirely perish from the face of the earth.
c..licentratell practice on a fen', inning the Connecticut Aggie game, to the III
Flait•o W. Merchant of 11'alnut Hill,
-M'nay not the writer request the more leisif the %% hole team.
ille Forestry Club is to publish a year
outside world, meant more to Maine than
t
'her of the Junior class is in the
urely portion of the student body to give
Bates pulled an unexpected surprise
book
this year in order that other Foreswinning any of the state college games
[astinNlai,l
e
General
hospital
for
treatSatutday by nearly beating Tufts.
tr Schools of the country will know him a fighting chance?
might mean. To the undergraduate, it is
e •tellar work of "Charlie" Ray, their Mt lit of injuries receised Sunday. his what the
boys at Maine are really doing.
--- --infinitely smaller in importance—the •-1;•:t- threat, was largely responsible for :matt ,•yele skidded on the slippery cetnent With
Henry 0. Trask elected as EditorThe
subject
of giving rides to and from
seta-es. His passing is of the lucky !iighwity itt the turn near the
cheering alone will show that next Saturlower wait- in-Chiel. and Carleton H. Lewis as Busi- Orono has
long
been a sore spot in the
iety. and forwards figured heavily
day. Out of state games are games. !
-rssillt at the University. lie was ness Manager, great results are expected.
against their opponents.
student psychological complex. It is on
The following neve officers of the club
Within-state games are tradition.
The Bears base a hard job on their thrown against a tree; members of the
were elected: Ralph J. Swift. Pres.; this count, the writer feels safe in saying,
hands to beat Bates but they feel perfect- Phi Eta Kappa fraternity picked him up
James C. NlacDonald, Vice Pres.; Wil- that the well known faculty members are
's capable of handing them a defeat after
took Innt to their house. Dr. Tomlin- stm S. I layden,
Below are a few paragraphs from the
Treas. Executive Board the worst offenders. There is, of course.
Connecticut under by a 21-0 dewas called and he ordered him sent Thomas P. Bixby. Ilugh C. Lloyd
"Psychology of Sports" by Coleman R. li .1.
and no law which says that either Professor
to the hospital. His nose was broken and Fred 11, Ellis.
Griffith, professor of psychology at the
So and-So or John B. Undergrad must
St
Plans for the coming year were talked
some cuts and bruises sustained. Monday,
411,1 yoil pipe the new cheer
University of Illinois, where "Red"
,tver and hy all indications a prosperous taxi students or instructors to and from
:eadt r
We wonder whs' Bananas was- it ss:IS said at the hospital that he was
Grange was developed.
)ear
is expected. All freshmen foresters the college. Nor is the sentiment often
n't there. Is there any connection?
But tattler observation for internal injuries are requested to be
"Great athletes owe a part of their
present at OW next eApressed by car owners, that those who
L.taldy" did well.
ith n. r nous developments as yet.
meeting.
(Continued ors Page Five)
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Maine Eleven Preparing to
Face Bates on Saturday

Student Injured

Forestry Club Plans to
Publish Year Book
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Fifteen Nationalities On
Maine's Football Squad

QUE

ities

ts• might the
although he
o Set the reetiquette uz
ales slighti,

varsity football squad of the eni-IR- of Maine is very unique in that it
..iins men who represent fifteen counoi the world.
hile the Bricemen were working out
- Bar Harbor a few weeks ago a "cen‘sas taken. One of the days being
and the boys having nothing to do,
, .4 them suggested that it would be
e,ting to know of how many nation-
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alities the squad was composed. Accord- (Pvakes ; Ass)rian (Sion); Finn
ingly the) set to work questioning each Young ); and Netherlands (Miniver).
ii course it is understood that not all
The results obtained showed that five 01 these men are of the parentage named.
were of English blood (Gray, Hobbs, But their ancestors a few generations
Osgood, Powell, and Sylvester); two of hack were of the-e iri us nationalities
Italian Lavorgna and Minuitti); three ment i. no!.
of French (Cassista, Lamoreau, and LaPlant ); four of colonial American (Bennett, Buzzell, Folsom, and Kinney); two
of Irish- I Donovan and Lynch/ ; and one
each of the following: Lithuanian (Beeaker ; Indian (Bishop); Canadian (Coltart
ierman Dickey I ; Scotch (DickThe Girls Rifle Club has elected offi; Armenian (Nannigan); Swede cers for the coming year. They are:

Girls Rifle Club Elects
Officers For Coming Season

lite picture of last year's team was feaPresident. Beatrice Myers; vice-president. Ruth Palmer ; secretary and treas- tured in the picture sections of many of
urer. Mary Mahoney ; manager. Winona the metropolitan Sunday papers, also in
a physical training magazine in the Police
The first match of the season will be
with the Uni‘ersity of Maryland. The
St
Rifle Team had a ‘ery successful season
formerly of
Meiklejolm,
Alexander
Dr.
last year. They lost only one match.
They ha‘e a chance to do better this year Amherst. now of Wisconsin, uses the SoIt win e‘ery match provided that a suf- cratic method of teaching, and said to his
tic cut number report for practice. The first class, "I abominate lectures. The
freshman girls are especially urged to
only %ay to really learn the subject is by
come out. They will not be allowed to
slit sit on the varsity. team, but can COM- having you talk.- Hasn't this been tried
for years its public speaking classes?
pete in freshman matches.

, he yet beention, upoi.

commulle:
ut be entire
uld not si,c(I
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"You like a strong he-man's
cigarette.
"So do 1. But that's no reason why you should pay for it
with a parched tongue or
throat.
"Pick a brand that gives you
all the punch you want without
any punishment.
"Switch to OLD GOLDS ....
and get all the sweet without

Riitt11

have the mistaken notion that• real
he-man's cigarette must he harsh and coarse.
That'. ''all wet." A fine full-hodied cigarette,
like a fine full.hodied fiavana, is smooth and
mellow. 01.1) GOLDS are mellowed by a new
method that takes out all the bite and leaves in
all the "kick." That's why you can smoke
them without "throat-tickle"; why you can
smoke and enjoy them morning, noon and
night—without regret or after-erect.

Some men

THE SMOOTH EST CIGARETTE
cents
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ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. Di'•iivilt
P. LORILLARD CO.. 119W. 40th St., New York City
My suggestion for the headline of the OLD GOLD
advertisement (Contest No. I) is as follows:—

for 15

CONTEST

RULES

1 \ Contest opens October Igth and closes Novem(
/ her 1st. All replies must be mailed to reach
'
midnight of

the Lorillard Company by or before
November 1st. Winners will be announced the week
of November 15th.
:Anyone—of either sex—may compete, exceptof the I'. Lonilard Company, or
their affiliated companies.
ad the test of the advertisement carefully.
(3
Study the picture. Then submit the most appropriatt headline starting with the word "FRIEND"
and mine not over ten words all told. The shorter
the headlini • the bitter, if it gets over the point.
inality. clearness, brevity, neatness and
y will count.
I,

(2)
singmployes
\ Re

(4)

W. ORR.. 1.47111171 & Mitchell, Inc.,
Advertising Agency

Company plan to publish
JL the above advertisement for OLD GOLD
Cigarettes in a list of important newspapers.
In order to secure the most effective headline,
they are inviting the HMI and women of New
England to read the text of the advertisement
carefully,study the picture and then submit their
headline suggestions—each headline suggestion
to start with the word "FUll. ND" and to contain not over ten words all told.
Perhaps,one of the men in the picture is tell,
ing his friend how to get rid of his "tickling
throat." He might be saying "FRIEND,
DON'T KEEP "I HAT 1 IIROAT-TICKLE;
SWITCII TO OLD G(11.DS!" Or he may be
saying something entirely different pertaining to
the excellence of OLD GOLD Cigarettes. You
can write your own ticket!
52 prizes totaling $2,900 will he awarded for
the 52 headline suggestions which most cleverly
gut over the point of this advertisement — in the
opinion of the judges.

OLD GOLD
20

RiPreitntatilfrt ot 4,1'
New England Newspapers

MATHEWS . . .

9-4H E P. Lorillard

any hitter; all the pleasure without any penalty.
"They're smoothest—that's
why!"

PLENTY OF PUNCH ••BUT NO PUNISHMENT
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(C\ Send your suggestion on the coupon in this
•-" advertisement, or a sheet of paper, written
on one side of sheet, only. Sign your full name and
address. You may submit as many suggestions as
you like, but each must be on a separate sheet of
paper, or a separate coupon—with your name and
address in full.
In the event that several persons submit the
same winning headline, with equal neatness
and equal respect for the above conditions. the price
for that headline still be divided equally among
them.
(In The P. Lorillard Company will have the right
to use as it pleases anv ,,r all headlines stir
essted. hrth, r thy secure a rri • 1' not.

(6)

NAME
sTREET
DATE...
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Another $2,000 HEADLINE CONTEST NEXT WEEK r=p",„,;(1s1
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Value of Compulsory Military
Training is Questioned
Reinhold Niebuhr in the October
issue of the World Tomorrow discusses the question of abolishing
compulsory military training in colleges. his article is not as radical
as many of the current articles on
the question and he has figures and
concrete examples to form the basis
of his discourse.
Since 1920, when the National Defense
Act pros iding for the R.O.T.C. was
amended, the growth of militarism in our
colleges and high schools has been phenomenal. There are now 328 R.O.T.C.
units operating in 223 institutions. Of
these 118 are senior units operating in
colleges and universities. There are 100
units in preparatory and high schools. A
total of 120,874 students are enrolled.
:sio.e than ()USW students are subject to
compulsory training. Of this number
there are 7,000 high school boys who are
forced to take three hours military drill
each week. The Government spends sonic
ten million dollars a year and employs 793
officers and 963 enlisted men for this purpose.
The compulsory feature of the training
in many schools is probably the most sinister aspect of the whole program, but
even where the training is not compulsory
the subsidizing of schools and students by
the Federal government tends to encourage such training fain in opposition to the
general sentiment of the local community
or campus. Military training is compulsory in 83 colleges and universities, including practically all of the state universities. The general public is usually
under the impression that Land Grant
schools are forced by the Federal enactment to provide compulsory training. The
fact is that the law requires only that military training he made available; and
sonic schools, as the University of Wisconsin for instance, have successfully
abolished compulsory training.
The %Vat. Department has developed
this large establishment for the training
of officers ostensibly for the purpose of
pro‘itling officers for the next war. It
never tires lamenting the dearth of officers at the beginning of American participation in the World War. Nevertheless
it is a fact, as Professor Cohen of New
York City College has pointed out, that
the products of college military training
were forced to submit to the same training as other aspirants for army commissions. It may safely be assumed therefore that the military value of the training is negligible and that the War Department is so anxious about it because it
consciously or unconsciously desires to
create not military skill but a military
mentality. It would be foolish to make
the charge that collegiate military training makes men bloodthirsty and creates
in them an aetoe desire for war. It may
be that an abnormal individual here and
there hoping for a commission because of
his training. uould like to have a war begin, that he might enjoy the fleeting eminence of a NCO 'mid lieutenancy. That is,
hov,ever, not the effect upon the a‘erage
young man. Ths baneful psychological
effect upon the as erage member of the
R.O.T.C. is to incline him to the conviction that war is natural and inevitable.
lie thus becomes an important unit in that
phantasmagoria of conflicting opinions
out of which a dominant public opinion
finally emerges. and he materially increases the chances that this opinion will
accept war as inc‘itable.
In the R.O.T.C. Infantry Manual, used
at the Uni%ersity of Nebraska. and presumably in other schools, we find this
choice bit of philosophy, with which the
youth of the colleges are being indoctrinated:
"We live in a world governed by divine
laws which i‘e can neither alter nor
evade. And in this world of ours force
is the ultimate power. The mainsprings
of hunian actitsi :ire self-preservation and
self-interest, in a word, selfishness—the
'touch of nature which makes the whole
world kin.' And in this universal and unchangeable human trait we find at once
the cause of war and the means of peace.
So selfishness is not an unmitigated evil,
otherwise it would not have been ordained. And indeed we may well ponder whether, if selfishness, ambition and
competition were to be removed from the
world, we should not fall into a most intolerable state of stagnation.Writing upon this subject one of Amer lea's greatest authorities in education,
Professor William Heard Kilpatrick of
Columbia says: "Military training in our

‘chools and colleges, if it is to be defendat all, must, so far as 1 can see, be de:ended from considerations strictly of
military preparation for war. Claims for
moral training or for citizenship or for
health trailing have little or no validity.—
As for morals and citizenship, these, in
order to be learned at all, have to be
learned by practice. in situations much like
those in which they have to be applied,
and in much the same spirit and intent.
The conditions of such practice the training ground supplies most inadequately and
the drill ground practically not at air
In passing it may be said that claims
for health education advanced by defenders of military training have been negated
by scores of physical training specialists.
In his statement opposing compulsory
military training in colleges President
Coolidge has taken occasion to express
his conviction on the negligible value of
military training for purposes of physical
development. Any incidental by-product
if military training in the way of physical development of students could be more
than balanced by any rational system of
non-military physical training.
The threat of the R.O.T.C. upon the
democratic anti scientific spirit of the
American college is aggravated by the
fact that a system of education is thrust
into the curriculum of the local college
ior which the institution has no responsibility and in which it shares no control.
Centralized authority is always dangerous
and (limb's. so when it is wielded by military mess "Whenever military power
starts to dictate to civil authorities," declared President Coolidge in his Omaha
American Legion address, "by whatsotaer means adopted, the liberties of the
country are beginning to end." How little
patience the military mind has with the
spirit of freedom which ought to characterise a el dlegiate institution, and how
ready it is to destroy the freedom of those
lel differ from its viewpoint, may be seen
from the scores of cases, in which R.O.
T.C. officers have embarrassed college
authinities whit had the temerity to question the virtue of military training.
llowever patiently college authorities
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may submit to the present interference
and domination of army men in their college work, the students, unmoved by considerations of expediency which seem to
hamper their elders, are in active revolt
against the whole system of
training. There is probably nothing more
Made in London
hopeful in our American life than this
growing revolt of the student world
against military training. At Ohio University, where 3,500 students are under
SOLD BY
military compulsion, the student paper has
G. A. King
Orono, Maine
started agitation against compulsory drill.
"Compulsory drill," declares this paper,
"teaches men to allow other men to think
for them. That is the basis of the system
That is nut the basis of education." The
reiertaiduni taken at this university
showed that 1,330 men were opposed to
all military training on the college curriculum and 465 were for it; 1,131 voted that
they had received no benefit from the drill
and 054 thought they had. At only a
24 hours' service in developing and
single school, where a referendum has
printing
been held, California Institute of Technology, has compulsory training gained a
C. F. Nichols
Orono, Maine
majority of student votes. At Cornell
[Diversity 1,783 of a total number of as--2.074 students signed a petition requesting
the abolition of compulsory drill. At the
universities of Nebraska, Indiana and
Hawaii strung opposition has developed
against compulsory training, and the students in other institutions are in more or
less open rebellion against compulsion.
I lopeful as is this rebellion on the part
of the students, it is obviously impossible
An immense stock of Men's Suits and Overcoats from the
a- them to win the fight against militAffiliated Clothiers, with whom we are associated. By using the
tarisin in the schools unaided, because in
buying power of the Affiliated Clothiers (100 large department
(Continued on Page Five)
stores throughout the country) we are able to offer 45.00 and
50.00 Suits and Overcoats at 33.50, and 30.00 and 35.00 suits and
coats at 23.50.
WANTED ---+
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mon line. It is a.01) a few months afmtliticleI the graduate
ter Pierce 11,01
SEE ME ON
student course at \V est !)).;11ouse, that he
NiAS assigned to the instrument section.
Si
LEATHER JACKETS
merely took it as a "nil-in- job, but
lie
Mr.
Phillips Elliott, of the University
Cniversity of New Hampshire nosed •
The Senior relay team won the first
M,11 SaW that instruments play. a vital
of
Michigan,
reColumbia,
recently
and
And Saz.e Money
out the Maine harriers by one point in the part in every electrical operation. Ile
inter-class race of the year between the
turned from a sear of study at Oxford,
'Lases of the Maine-Connecticut football spike before a large assembly at chapel on dual meet Fridas, October 15, at Dur- was lately made head of the Instrument
MGR.
'17,
HURD
}1r1.
,
:
ham, "Bud': Cushing, the Maine veteran, Section of the Sales Itepartment, which
...one last . Saturday. The second year .7,1.4ulas; and Tuesday mornings;
The subject of the first lecture was ss as forced to drop out on account of means that he has dial ic oi the sale of
;lien led fur the first ten men. Then
DAKIN SPORTING GOODS
-Dan" Torrey took the baton and made "Discoveries." In a short and concise cramps at the time he was running third all instruments to Westinghouse custom.ip the thstance. Rounsville, anchor man manlier he presented what he considered and undoubtedly could have finished well ! ers.
23 Central St.. Bangor
Another example of what Maine grador the Seniors. led McCarthy to the tape should he the three discoveries in life:
up on the list and given Maine a cum- uates are doing is Harold H. Bet erege,
1 The discovery of self. The purOr about 3-5 of a second. The teams
work.
pose of college is to analyze one's self or ft triable margin.
%sere made up as follows:
• 15, who has specialized in radio
Memorial
Hampshire
New
of
Littlefield
Liebmarm
won
Captain
the
recently
Ile
Seniors: 1. Andrews; 2. Rights; 3. Cul- to take stock of one's abilities, to deterPatronize Our Advertisers
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way by Capt. sidual whose radio inventions are of :outthe
all
hard
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a
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ability.
that
7.
Bixby;
Hobson; 8. Stitham; 9. GallaMcNaughton and Stin- standing practical importance and serve
12) The discovery of others. Try to "Grunt" Taylor.
her; 10. Cogswell; 11. Torrey; 12.
and raced to the wire to materially enhance the progress of the
strong
finished
son
penetrate the mask of artificiality which
Rounsvilk.
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abreast.
nearly
man
wear,
others
the
and
know
to
learn
Sophomores: 1. G. Bixby ; 2. Hopkins;
Maine man to finish.
which is of extreme value in long dis3. Hodgman; 4. Larsen; 5. Gammage; 6. behind the mask.
:
summary
The
radio communication. It does not
tance
Tel. 61-2
;3 The discovery of God. In this
.rooper; 7. Russell; 8. Brown; 9. 11. Mur(N.H.)
Littlefield
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and Smokes
4. NIcNaughton (Me.)
tion from several stations. He is but 30
''laisalties.' was the subject of the
,etsseeti the halves of the Bates game next
(Me.)
Stinson
years of age. While at Maine, he was one
5.
Ice Cream and Punch for
Saturday with the final taking place dur- Tuesday morning lecture and was also
Willard (N.I1.)
the few that received the message of
of
6.
much
in
manner
same
divided,
the
the
as
.ng the Colby game one week later.
Banquets
7. Noyes (Me.)
the sinking of the Titanic on a set that he
tilk on Monday, into the following three
8. Weeks (N.H.)
Put up here,
hea(lings:
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
FILMS DEVELOPED
(N.H.)
Eastman
9.
Recent reports tell of another who is
t 11 Loyalty to one's country,
PARK'S VARIETY-MILL ST.
10. Whitney (N.H.)
rapidly forging ahead, namely: D. F.
i2 ) 1.0yalty to one's college,
11. Noble (Me.)
Alexander, '23, who has designed an Int 3) Loyalty to one's fellowman.
(N.H.)
White
12.
Motor for the Ford Motor Comduction
Mr. Elliott also spoke for an hour each ,
Score: N. H., 27; Maine, 28.
pany, of 5000 111', 13,200 volts.
eN cuing and held private conferences with
Terrill who designed the Terrill voltage
anyone who so desired during his stay on ! Time: 33 min. 50 4-5 sec.
Si
regulater that is being used all over the
the campus.
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world today is also a Maine man.
Ni
Nights, 2 Shows, Starting at 7.00 P.M.
Matinee Daily at 2.30
No doubt there are many men regisColumn Left Oblique
tered in the department today that in the
want to ride should purchase a machine, years to come will contribute toward the
Friday, Oct. 22
either vicious or reprehensible. Needless plendill records of those who have gone
Wednesday, Oct. 27
Nlar Astor and Lloyd Hughes in
..ot before them. Sonic man, who today
ii'sav, however, the majority of UniverBillie Dove and Francis Bushman in
..THE SCARLET SAINT"
,s limiting the midnight oil and whom we
sity of Maine students cannot afford a
,"THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE"
I :iartIlv know, will step forward and be.
Saturday, Oct. 23
car, and, also excusing John B. Under- come nationally known.
Hoot Gibson in
Thursday, Oct. 28
graduate for the nonce, in view of the
It must be a great source of pleasure to
HIP OF TI1E FLYING U"
H. B. \Varner and Vera Reynolds in
energy expended annually by various offi- Professor Barrows to watch the students
"SILENCE"
•
Mon. and Tues., Oct. 25-2o
cials and campus organizations in urging whom he has assisted during their four
years at .Maitie, go out and accomplish the
in
Gray
(Ada
upon us faith, hope, and charity-"and
litany things that they are; also the alum• \ fNI of' THE SOUTH SEAS"
! the greatest of these is charity"-is it un- ni must be happy in the thought that Pro▪•••••••-•.,
ieasonable of us to expect quite frankly fessor Barrows is still with us, helping
a little Christian charity from those who thitse that have as yet, to make their mark.
Si
are supposed to act as models for the unt Con tin m.,1 front Puge Four)
caltured undergraduate?
Old Town
Value of Compulsory Military
To return to our good friend John B.;
Training is Questioned
Tuxedoes Sold and Rented
!is hilt' it is undeniably true that the usual
See our special at $30.00
undergraduate car owner is generally Impst of the state institutions sonic kind of
including vest
. free-handed in giving rides to those he :egislative action will be required to abolSelz Shoes-46.00 and $8.00
Florsheim Shoes-810.00
' BOCKUS
1)10V.
ish the compulsory feature of military
Other Shoes-$3.95 and $5.00
meets on the road to Orono, it is equally
Leaders
Cheer
With
drill.
Fortunately the forces working for
Leather
Assortment
of
Complete
( lakes Bros. Sweaters-Finest Made
true that he sometimes fails to respect the
peace are more united on this issue than
(fakes Bros. Sweater-Finest Made, Complete Assortment of Leather
feelings of his fellow-students. Not that ()it most others. The Federal Council of
HARDWARE-PLUMBING
Jackets, Wilson Bros. Athletic Underwear, Golf Hose and Fancy Hosiery
in
is intentionally carless of the feelings Churches passed resolutions in May, 1926,
neckwear
of
line
ST.
FRED C. PARK-MILL
ialore. Sheepskin Coats, All Prices, A new and complete
of others, it is merely that he forgets that opposing military training in high schools
STETSON RATS
; to have a car rushing down upon one, and compulsory training in colleges. It
authorized the publication of a pamphlet
CALENDAR
Girls! Girls! Cordon 0300 Special $1.93
swerving I July at the last moment, is at
upon the subject and requested the churchII.NI:1,141).%:.111
FINERNTIIIM.
times rather trying on the nerves of the es to make a thorough study of the issue.
OCTOBER 21
at
rushee, since it is hardly fair to expect The Northern Baptist Convention and the
Order of Temple, Orono
"
Shoppe
Toggery
7:30
"
Goldsmith'
the latter to share the driver's confidence Presbyterian General Assembly voted to
Kappa Phi Kappa, M.C.A.
Instrumental Club, M.C.A. 7:00
iii his ability to handle his car. Further, express their disapproval of compulsory
military training in their 1926 convocamight the writer request that his playful
OCTOBER 22
fany local and district church
tions.
the
that
arc
certain
brakes
make
iriends
for instance the Massachusetts
as
:groups,
Phi Eta Kappa Informal Dance
him
when
upon
shape
down
A-1
in
bearing
of Churches, The New York
Ftlleration
1:00
Hall
Alumni
Club,
Ride
in good taxi-driver fashion, "just to see East Conference of the Methodist Church,
OCTOBER 23
how close he can come without hitting." the Massachusetts Congregational Conference, the Baptist Pastors Conference
Dance
'Hula Chi Informal
I.ife is still sweet, despite the pending
of Nebraska, the Federation of Womens
Football, Bates vs. Maine at 2:00
mid-semester exams, and anyway, funer- Boards of Foreign Missions, and the Ohio
pay more elsewhere?"
Orroasit 29
als are so expensive these days.
Pastors Conference have taken similar
Orono, Maine
\\ . A.Mosher Co.
actitin. The churches have been more
"Maine Night- exercises, Indoor
unanimous in their opposition to military
(Continued from Page nr
Field
Electrical Engineers from Maine drill in high schools and to compulsory
training in colleges than in any other
Hold Eminent Positions
i stand taken on the various national and
To Be Well Dressed
Tina and time again, the call has international issues invblving the war
selling try.
largest
gie
to
otm.
Professor Barrows for engineers,
at reasonable prices
quality pencil „mai the department records show many luestiiin
bi spite of this rising tide of public
see
opinion,
expressed through the churches
world
and
out
gone
established
have
who
die
men
in
themselves as leaders in their chosen and other peace organizations, the battle
work, and brought additional credit to against militarism in the schools is not
I won by any nieans. Some 60,000 students
their Alma Mater.
17
in high schools amid colleges are still subStadium
list
to
it
impossible
While
be
would
Shoes,
Schaion
inittr-ontid, .v Has, Mit' tr: iiI)diOn
black
to military compulsion. The effort to
ject
the
have
describe
they
and
work
all
them
( lothes. Arrow Shirts, Salisbury Shirts, Amherst Start Wear
Superlative Li quality,
done, it will be interesting to know of - free them by Federal action has failed so
Jegrees
and all.other
to date furnishings
the wc rid -famous
\that some of the more recent graduates far. The Welsh bill presented to Conalso
3
gress in April, 1926, and designed to abolhave done.
copying,
When the class of '15 was being grad- ish compulsion in all but purely military
Cleaning and Pressing
uated at Maine, the name "Pierce" meant schools has no immediate prospect of
nuire in the field of metering than passing. Public opinion must express itSweeney or Jones. Today, however, if self with greater vigor than heretofore
give hest service and
pita will talk to such companies as the De- before this end can be achieved. Meanlongest wear.
Edistai, the Southern California Edi- while it is possible to work toward the
troit
Announcing That
11.00
dos.
ends,
Plain
per
Buy Rubber ends, pet dot. 1.20
son, the Duquesne Light, or the United final goal by action in states in which cirat all *earn
Verde Copper Company, you will learn ! cumstances are propitious. The issue ofAmerican I cad Pencil Co.
220 Fifth Ave., N.Y.
dozen
that "Pierce" means a type of remote me- fers lovers of peace an opportunity to
•110,•
tering, which enables a man in a central make a definite and immediate contribuwith his
dispatcher's office to read the condition of tion to the pacification of the nations. The
a sub-station several miles away. Super- attitude of a citizen toward this issue is
NEI
power brought in the need for an im- at the present the most telling criterion of
proved method of remote metering, and the genuineness of his peace enthusiasm
has returned from his summer engagement in Montreal and is available for
"Hinson's" ad, next week. There R. T. Pierce, Maine 'IS, in the employ of and the quality of his imagination. If
work on the campus from this date
will he REAL BARGAINS in all The Westinghouse Company, devised it. we call not see the war system in militarI le was also active in the recent re-design- ized schools we are blind to the real is'lit arrange dates call RALl'H LITTLEFILLD Tel. 307
kinds of wearing apparel.
mg of the entire \Vestinghouse instru- sues which face a War weary world.

Seniors Nosed Out So* Mr. Phillips Elliott Spoke N. H. Harriers Nosed Out
Maine by One Point
In Class Relay Saturday At Two Chapel Assemblies

U

H. A. Mitchell

•

SUOMI) ChEJICKE

Goldsmith's crono

Desks, Electrical Supplies,
Smoking Sets, Study Lamps

BEN SKLAR

ENUS
PENCILS

BUNNY RUSSELL
Island City Orchestra

WATCH

THE
(Continu(d from Page One)

Pickard. q

q, Layton
1h. Bryant
rh, McGinty
f, Gurry

M.C.A. to Carry on Annual Finan- Ni.irati, rh
cial Drive Beginning Next
M,,,ire.
Sunday

-sulistit,.tions (Maine): Knight for
Freshman Friendship Council
Pickard, Pickard for Knight, Richardson
Freshman Reception
• Randall, Knight for Pickard, WasDiscussion Groups
-at for Richardson, Rudman for Moyer,
Forums
rsh for Moran.
Deputations
hent's Hill: Loveitt for Bryant, TapSunday Vespers
, • for Loveitt, Mchmis for Murphy,
Community Service
ior McGinty.
Financial Campaign
eieree, Kent, Maine.
M.C.A.—Y.W.C.A. Socials
l'inpire, Brice, Maine.
Life ‘Vork Meetings
i leadlinesman, Ilitchner, Maine.
Christian World Education
I.cilLth of periods, 12 min.
Addresses of Prominent Visitors
State, Sectional & National Student
(Continued from Page One)
Conferences
Frosh Win Bag Scrap
.‘nnual Summer Conference
The Budget of the Association, which -1- Thirty, (an(1 maybe even up a few
shows the amount of IIWiley which will be
rsonal scores incidentally) swarm down
allowed to thc various sections of the
!
field. A few brave Sophs rush out in
program, as drawn up by the treasurer,
line to meet them. The two
,traggling
is as follows:
come together. Clawing, fighting,
BUDGET 1926-27
pushing—steadily the freshies
45.00
Socials
one
of
il
the huge bags over their goal
30.00
Freshman Service
20.00
Deputati,ms
c. The men rush over to the center bag.
20.00
Discussion Groups
uorst tight appears to be going on
Conununity Service
20.0u
re. It looks as though it might be in275.00 teresting ii one could see it, but upperSpeakers
Printing & Postage
35.00 elassmoi surround it. The usual amount
Reading Room
65.00
unattached clothing, or bits of clothing,
N. E. Office's Service
50.00 1, up into the air. Arms and legs appear
Office Expenses
50.00 to be '.'.ell mixed up. The usual number
Share in Secretary's Support
5011.00 oi blankets and raincoats are hurriedl
Conference Expetises
200.00 Iii-. ught over in answer to S. 0. S. call,
M.C.A. Building Furnishings
50.00 Irian certain of the combauants. The
International Student Service
100.00 outnumbered Sophs fight hard about the
Finance Campaign Expenses
25.00 other bag, but it finally. is slowly drawn
to the freshman line. Sophs and freshies
Total
$1485.00 from here are both rushing to the center
__
bag when the pistol is tired. -N1- book
(Continued from Page One)
scrap collectors gather on the field to
pick up torn clothing to add to their col
Frosh Defeat Kent's Hill
lections. The Bag Scrap for this year is
Vail, Ig
Ig, Such ',ter with a victory for the freshmen as
Zakarian, c
c, Herrington far as carry ing bags is concerned, but a
rg
rg, Pendegast ictory for the Sophomores if holdess
Randall, rt
rt, Murphy dialling and a minimum number of
Palmer, re
re, Sullivan bruises are to be considered.
—;--

HASH LIGHTS & BATTERIES
FREI) C. PARK—MILL ST.

P. P. LAUNDRY CASES
PARK'S VARIETY—MILL ST.

"A good plree to eat
Lunches put up
to take out

Ihnite-matle
pastry
RCANOtiable

Mitt.

STREET

Prices
ORONO, ME.

MAINE

CAMPUS

ontinued from Page One)

ItLine Trounced Conn. Aggies in
Exciting Game Last Saturday
&mu to the 15 yard line only to lose it
on a fumble. Connecticut fumbled and
Maine recovered. Peakes made 4 yards,
and Buzzell took it to the 5 yard tine, and
Buzzell took it through on the next play.
Peakes again scored the extra point.
Maine kicked to the Aggies again. They
promptly returned the punt. Maine
started for its third score of the game. A
pass to Osgood netted nine yards, and
soon after Peakes tore down the field for
20 yards. Then after a couple of plays
Buzzell tore through for the final touchdown of the game. Again Peaket kicked
the goal.
For the rest of the game it was about
eett with Maine getting two more first
downs. Hobbs intercepted a pass on the
forty yard line and after a couple of plays
a pass was completed for ten yards. And
there the game ended.
'oNN. AGGIES (0)
(21) MAINE
‘Vilson, he
he, Nannigan
Ing,, It
It, Minutti

Ig, Beeaker
c, Simon
rg, Dickson
rt, Latnoreau
re, Black
qb, Cassista
lhb, Buzzell
rhb, Peakes
fb, Sylvester

lairenzu. Ig
Daly ;Capt.'.
Zollisi. rg
Sayer, rt
Callahan, re
Eddy. qb
Noonan, rhb
Kennedy. lhb
rhb

Substitutes: Maine, Osgood for Cassista. Cassista for Osgood, Coltart for Sy1-1
%ester. Bishop for Dickson, Lavorgna for I
Black, Dickey for Beeaker, Lynch for
!thiamin, Young for Buzzell, and Hobbs
for Peakes.
Ciinflecticut, Calicurcio for Longo,
Schildgren for Wilson, Knaut for Noonan, Schofield for Knaut, Gilman for
Lorenzo.

I

,R YOUNG MEN

Suits $25 to $50
Overcoats $35 to $75
cAlso

College Women's
S

/THIS picture, taken in the salt marshes near
1 Kearny, N. J., shows two lines of 30-inch Cast
iron Pipe replacing pipe made of other material.
The alternate exposure to the action of salt water
and air is a severe test.
While the pipe shown in the picture is subjected to
unusual corrosive influences, all underground pipe
must be able to withstand corrosion to a greater
or
less degnee. Cast Iron Pipe has this quality. It does
not depend on its coating to resist rust;the material
itself is rust-resisting. The first Cast Iron Pipe
ever
laid is in service today at Versailles, France, after
two hundred and sixty years' service.
CAST IRON PUT PUBLICITY BUREAU,
Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago

CAW IRON PIPE
Our new tokla,"PLina Ifaterworks Stem," which rovers the
problem of scater for the
small town, will sent
Oil request

Send for booklet, "Cog
Iron Pipe for Industrial
Serrice,''J 4uti•
nterritins instellations to meit
special problems

BA

‘ItT CO'QS

$25, $35, & $49.50

Besse System

BATES BOI
BEATEN

CO.

I :MIL!, rr

FIR

The Latest Styles

GARNET I
MAI

DOPE UP,

Bricemen S

This is a Bank
worthy of your
Confidence and
eager for your
Patronage.

Ultra Fashionable

Clothing
Shoes and
Haberdashery

Resources over $ 1.400.000,00

OLD TOWN TRUST CO.
OLD TOWN
ORONO

an
ote Grad
ofthe
Class of
'07
stepped out into the world
nearly twenty years ago. Success was immediate
.. . and outstanding. Because P. A. measures
up to the first and greatest rule for success: It has
the goods! The school of experience ha:; produced no finer tobacco than this.
Just buy yourself a tidy red tin of P. A. and
tamp a load flush with the muzzle oi your old
jimmy-pipe. Connect with a match, and let
that first wonderful drag tell you that no other
tobacco can come within a mile of this for sheer
pipe-quality.

a dormitory radiator. Sweet as an
extra cut. Fragrant as a peach-orchard. P. A.
can't bite your tongue or parch your throat
—another important detail. Get yourself some
Prince Albert today. No other tobacco can
bring you so much downright smoke-pleasure.
Cool as

MINCE ALBERT
C
R J Reynold. Tobacco
Company, Winstoti .-alem. 1%; C
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Resists Corrosion
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